Flick Chair Collection
The lines of the Flick chair are appealingly modern and simple. The steel rod sled base supports a molded plywood shell. The base finish may be specified in black, white, chrome, or selected from any of TMC’s powdercoat colors. Stackable, the Flick is ideal for use in cafeterias, schools, universities, libraries and offices. An upholstered seat pad is available on all Flick Chairs, including the bar and counter stools (see page 78).
JetBlue wanted something special for their corporate cafeteria. They supplied us with the design of an airplane to promote their brand. Combining the custom airplane graphic with our standard Flick Chairs conveys an overall look that is fresh and tastefully personalizes the JetBlue brand.
Flick Task Chair

Pure simplicity, the Flick Task Chair is available with an upholstered seat pad and many design patterns for its back. The 5-star base comes in black or polished aluminum.

Flick Task

Flick Arc Task Chair
Flick Arc Task Chair with upholstered seat pad

Flick Square Task Chair
Flick Square Task Chair with upholstered seat pad

Flick Task Chair

W 261⁄2”  D 251⁄2”  H 301⁄2” - 331⁄2”  SH 15” - 18”
Flick Counter and Bar Chairs

The Flick Counter and Bar Chairs are stylish and versatile. The chair back may be specified with or without a design pattern and upholstered seat pad. Custom logos or graphics may be specified to create a unique statement.

Flick Counter Chair

- Arc
- Tapered
- Square

W 19⅜"  D 21"  H 39⅛"
SH 24"

Flick Bar Chair

- Arc
- Tapered
- Square

W 19⅜"  D 31¾"  H 44"
SH 29⅜"
ImPrinted Flick chairs combine the beauty of wood with surface design that creates a dynamic interplay of line, color and form. Graphics are printed on the raw wood and then top coated. Saturated color and beautiful wood grain offer up a fresh and eye-catching approach to seating.
ImPrinted Flick

Imprinted chairs provide an opportunity to express your individual unique brand in a captivating way. Wrap the graphic on the curved plywood in rich coloration, whether it be an illustration or photograph. For custom imagery, please refer to our ImPrinted Guide or Price List.

Standard Image Bank

- California #7 IMP-100
- Crystals IMP-101
- Italy #7 IMP-102
- Willow Branches IMP-104
- William Morris IMP-105
- William Morris IMP-106
- American Writers IMP-107